[Application of multi-voxel proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy in different hippocampal regions of normal cognitive people].
To explore the reproducible metabolic test and gender difference and investigate the distribution rules of metabolite concentration in different hippocampal regions (head, body and tail) of normal cognitive people for elucidating the pathological metabolic changes. The hippocampal multi-voxel proton spectroscopy of 24 normal cognitive young volunteers scanned by a 3.0 T magnetic resonance (MR). Every volunteer was scanned thrice. The data was processed by MR post-processing workstation. The hippocampus was divided into three parts (head, body and tail) and the ratios of N-acetylaspartate (NAA)/creatine (Cr), myoinositol (MI)/Cr, MI/NAA and choline (Cho)/Cr were calculated separately. We compared the metabolic ratios of each region of bilateral hippocampi between male and female groups and three different tests, also analyzed the distribution rule of each metabolite along the long axis of hippocampus. The metabolic ratio (NAA/Cr, MI/Cr, MI/NAA and Cho/Cr) of each region of bilateral hippocampi between male and female groups and among three tests showed no statistical differences. NAA/Cr gradually rose (P < 0.05) while MI/NAA and Cho/Cr gradually declining from bilateral hippocampal head to tail (P < 0.05). MI/Cr gradually declined from bilateral hippocampal head to tail, but there was statistical difference only between right hippocampal head and tail (P < 0.05). The hippocampal multi-voxel proton spectroscopy is technically stable. There is no gender difference. And distribution differences and metabolite concentration trends exist along hippocampal head, body and tail.